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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1.  RATIONALE  

Folklore is the origin of written literature. While fairy tales 

and legends are inclined to events and folk songs are prone to human 

sentiment, idioms and proverbs aims at giving assessments and moral 

lessons... “Proverbs contain everyday experiences and common 

observations in succinct and formulaic language, making them easy to 

remember and ready to be used instantly as effective rhetoric in oral or 

written communication” (Wolfgang, 2004). In addition, proverbs are 

used in caricatures, comics; in songs, for example,(1.1) “The Apple 

Doesn’t Fall Far from the Tree” is used in bittersweet love song 

“Apples Don’t Fall Far from the Tree” (ibid, 2004) written by John 

and performed by Cher; in advertisements, movies, stories, 

literature…. The common topics of proverbs focus on addressing the 

routine issues of a society’s customs and traditions such as common 

experiences, moral precepts, and social behavior.  

Using proverbs well is a skill that is developed over time to 

educate people how to live better in life. Adults use proverbs to give 

children the basic moral lessons of how to behave well. Among those, 

proverbs expressing “richness” and “poverty” are found popularly. 

(1.2) “Poverty waits at the gates of idleness”.  [95] 

(1.3) “Ngồi dưng ăn hoang, mỏ vàng cũng cạn”  [52, p. 164] 

The above proverbs imply that if people do not work hard they 

will not earn much money and that is also the message behind the 

proverbs to advise people to be willing to work hard to have a 

comfortable life. However, each nation is unique with its own culture. 

The culture in its turn influence the way of using language in general 
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and proverbs in particular. As a result, although proverbs are aimed at 

giving moral lessons in virtually all countries, their linguistic features 

including the syntactic and semantic ones may vary from country to 

country. It is this difference that could cause problems to Vietnamese 

learners and users of English and English learners and users of 

Vietnamese as a foreign language. They could therefore commit errors 

in cross-cultural communication or suffer from “culture shock”. 

Unfortunately, there is hardly a research into the linguistic 

features of proverbs expressing richness and poverty in English versus 

(Vs.) Vietnamese. Accordingly, I have decided on this thesis title. I 

hope that my study could meet the demand of the people who are 

interested in this issue, and hope it could help the teachers and learners 

of English and Vietnamese as a foreign language teach and learn 

English and Vietnamese better, especially the proverbs expressing 

richness and poverty. 

1.2.  AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

1.2.1. Aims 

This paper is aimed to: 

1. Study proverbs in English and Vietnamese that expressing 

richness and poverty, and find out their syntactic and semantic 

features. 

2. Find out similarities and differences between these proverbs in 

the two languages in terms of syntax and semantic in English and 

Vietnamese proverbs.  

1.2.2. Objectives 

 This paper is designed to aim at: 

-  Describing the syntactic and semantic features of proverbs 

expressing richness and poverty in English Vs. Vietnamese. 
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-  Comparing and contrasting the features mentioned above to 

find out their similarities and differences. 

-  Suggesting some implications for the betterment of teaching 

and learning English and Vietnamese. 

1.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1. What are the syntactic and semantic features of proverbs 

expressing richness and poverty in English Vs. Vietnamese? 

2. What are the similarities and the differences between English 

and Vietnamese proverbs expressing richness and poverty in terms of 

syntactic and semantic features? 

3. What are the pedagogical implications for teachers and learners 

of English and Vietnamese? 

1.4. SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 

With the purpose of doing a research into the linguistic 

features of proverbs expressing richness and poverty in English Vs. 

Vietnamese, this study could help: 

- Native Vietnamese learners of English or Vietnamese and 

native English learners of Vietnamese or English have a 

comprehensive understanding about the syntactic and semantic 

features of proverbs expressing richness and poverty in these 

languages. 

- These learners grasp the use of proverbs expressing richness 

and poverty in these two languages and use them effectively in their 

learning process as well as in their daily life. 

1.5. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

In this thesis, due to the time and resource constraints, 

proverbs expressing richness and poverty in English Vs. Vietnamese 

are chosen to study in terms of syntactic and semantic features. 
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1.6. ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY 

Chapter 1: Introduction  

Chapter 2: Literature Review and Theoretical Background 

Chapter 3: Research Design and Methodology  

Chapter 4: Findings and Discussions  

Chapter 5: Conclusions 

CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1. A REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES RELATED TO THE TO PIC 

 Proverbs are among language phenomena that attract the 

attention of language researchers. So far, it has become a subject of 

study by several British, American and Australian …writers and 

linguists such as Neal (1985), Stephen (1998), Wolfgang (2004)… 

Different researchers, standing on different points of view or having 

different objectives, have a variety of ways and levels to study 

proverbs.  

Neal, on “How Proverbs Mean: Semantic Studies in English 

Proverbs” (1985), deals primarily with both literal but usually 

figurative meaning of proverbs and emphasizes the ambiguity of 

metaphorical proverbs.  

Wolfgang (2004) in “Proverbs: A Handbook” defines and 

classifies proverbs, and examines their occurrence in literature, art, 

journals and popular culture. 

Le Thi Lan Anh in “A study of linguistic features of idioms 

expressing richness and poverty in English and Vietnamese” (2010) 

describes and compares idioms expressing richness and poverty in 

English and Vietnamese in term of semantic and syntactic features. 
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After the August Revolution (1945), there were a number of 

work introducing and studying Vietnamese folklore, namely Tục ngữ 

và dân ca Việt Nam (Vũ Ngọc Phan, first published 1956) whose name 

changed into Tục ngữ, ca dao, dân ca Việt Nam in the 7th edition, 

1971, which gave definitions of idioms and proverbs; distinguished 

between folk songs and folk verses and specified their forms and 

contents. Moreover, “Kể chuyện thành ngữ, tục ngữ” (1994) which 

was written in applied linguistics approach, collected and explained 

over 300 idioms and proverbs from various origin used in modern 

Vietnamese. 

We cannot but mention Chu Xuân Diên, who has rather big 

research work on Vietnamese traditional proverbs. The proverbs are 

classified into separated units regarding to topics. Thus, the readers 

find it easy to find out and understand proverbs needed and their 

meanings. 

Besides, there have been some publications in Vietnamese on 

local proverbs such as Tục ngữ lược giải (Lê Văn Hoè, 1952), Ca dao, 

ngạn ngữ Hà Nội (Triều Dương, 1971)…  

All of these books could be used as the valuable reference of 

this thesis. However, there has been so far no research into proverbs 

expressing richness and poverty in English Vs. Vietnamese. This is the 

reason why I have decided on this thesis titled A Study of Linguistic 

Features of Proverbs Expressing Richness and Poverty in English Vs. 

Vietnamese.  

2.2. THEORITICAL BACKGROUND  

2.2.1. Definition of Poverty, Richness, and Proverbs 

2.2.1.1 Definition of Poverty 

 There are many definitions of poverty depending on the 

context of the situation and the views of the person giving the 
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definition. For instance, World Bank states that “Poverty is 

pronounced deprivation in well-being, and comprises many 

dimensions. It includes low incomes and the inability to acquire the 

basic goods and services necessary for survival with dignity. Poverty 

also encompasses low levels of health and education, poor access to 

clean water and sanitation, inadequate physical security, lack of voice, 

and insufficient capacity and opportunity to better one’s life.” 

("Poverty and Inequality Analysis". worldbank.org.) 

According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poverty, poverty is 

the state of one who lacks a certain amount of material possessions or 

money. 

2.2.1.2 Definition of Richness  

Unlike the word poverty, there are hardly various definitions 

for the word richness. According to Từ ñiển tiếng Việt (1992), 

richness is defined that “có nhiều tiền của; trái với nghèo”. 

The definition above corresponds to the one from 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/Richness.  Accordingly, richness is 

defined as the state of having an abundant supply of money, property, 

or possessions of value… 

2.2.1.3 Definition of Proverbs 

According to the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 

(2005) a proverb is “a short pithy saying in common and recognized 

use; a concise sentence, often metaphorical or alternative in form, 

which is held to express some truth ascertained by experience or 

observation and familiar to all”. 

That is such a common definition from such an academic 

dictionary. However, in term of paremiology, there are several 

concepts of a proverb and it depends on each author’s view. 
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Kuskovskaya (1987) defines “Proverbs, or sayings, are short 

sentences expressing a well-known truth, or a common fact familiar to 

experience. They cover many of the aspects of human life, and, as they 

refer mostly to everyday facts they are colloquial. 

On Vietnamese linguists’ view, there are some different 

concepts.  

Đinh Gia Khánh (2003) is an example. He states that “Tục ngữ 

là những câu nói ngắn gọn, có ý nghĩa hàm súc, do nhân dân lao ñộng 

sáng tạo nên và lưu truyền qua nhiều thế kỉ. Bằng những câu nói ngắn 

gọn, súc tích, “tục ngữ diễn ñạt rất hoàn hảo toàn bộ kinh nghiệm ñời 

sống, kinh nghiêm xã hội – lịch sử của nhân dân lao ñộng” ( A proverb 

is a short saying, created by working people and passed down through 

centuries. By a concise saying, proverb expresses perfectly the whole 

life and social experience - the history of working people.) The author 

also clarifies that a proverb is common knowledge of working people. 

It not only concludes life experience but also shows their living ideals 

in a specific form with artistry of popular language. A proverb is 

considered as a mirror which reflects, through daily sayings, all 

expression of life and people’s thought about working, morality, 

religion and historical social phenomena. 

It is not easy to generalize a complete definition of a proverb. 

The definitions above, though contain the same basic content, each of 

them has its own specific. 

Giving a definition which reflects sufficient attributes of a 

concept requires time and contribution of many people. In this thesis, I 

take a view that: in term of form, a proverb is a short but complete 

sentence, and in term of content, a proverb concludes popular 
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knowledge and experience of a nation about nature, world outlook and 

society. 

2.2.2. Main Features of Proverbs 

2.2.2.1 Forms 

A proverb is a short but complete sentence. It has few words 

but each word contributes the equal proportion to the creation of the 

meaning of a proverb. No words in a proverb are redundant so it is 

always articulated as a complete and comprehensive grammatically 

accurate statement 

Proverbs are passed down through time with little change in 

form. The structure of a proverb is normally fixed and not easy to 

break. 

Another feature in the structure of proverbs is proverbs often 

make use of grammatical and rhetorical devices such as metaphor and 

simile which helps them become figurative, imagery, ornate, and 

memorable. 

2.2.2.2 Syntactic Structures 

This thesis adopts the idea of Randolph (1985) for English 

proverbs and the idea of Nguyễn Văn Hiệp (2009) for Vietnamese 

proverbs. Moreover, this thesis also bases on Trần Hữu Mạnh’s view 

to classify types of Verbs in each kind of sentences. 

a. English Sentence Types 

a.1 Simple Sentences 

A simple sentence is a sentence consisting only one clause and 

it is usefully distinguished seven clause types [19, p.166]. They are 

SV, SVC, SVO, SVA, SVOO, SVOC and SVOA. 
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a.2 Compound Sentences 

A compound sentence consists of two or more coordinated 

main clauses; the clauses provide classic instances of a paratactic 

relationship that is they have equivalent function. [20, p. 987] 

a.3 Complex Sentences 

A complex sentence consists of only one main clause and it 

has one or more subordinate clauses functioning as an element of the 

sentences. The subordinate clauses can be nominal, adverbial, 

adjective, comparative and comment clauses. Moreover, each of these 

clauses has its own sub-varieties. 

a.4 Aphoristic Sentence 

According to Randolph (1973), among other minor sentence is 

the aphoristic sentence structure found in many proverbs. Its structural 

feature is the balancing of two equivalent constructions against each 

other. 

(2.34) The more, the merrier. [20, p. 843] 

b. Vietnamese Sentence Types 

There are only three types of sentence structures in 

Vietnamese. [39] 

b.1 Simple Sentences 

There are five clause types: SV, SVO, SVC, SVOO and 

SVOC. 

b.2 Compound Sentences 

In term of Compound sentences, there are such differences 

between English structures and Vietnamese structures as follows: 

[1] Coordination Compound 

[2] Subordination Compound 

+ Syndetic Subordination 

+ Asyndetic Subordination 
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b.3 Complex Sentences 

A complex sentence is a kind of simple sentence, the elements 

of which can be expanded in to a Subject – Predicate structure. It is 

divided into three types: 

[1] Subject is a Subject – Predicate structure 

[2] Predicate is a Subject – Predicate structure 

[3] Complement is a Subject – Predicate structure 

2.2.2.3 Content 

A proverb concludes popular knowledge and experience of a 

nation about nature, world outlook and society. 

Treasure of proverbs about natural phenomenon is a helpful 

handbook so that people can base on it to work. Most of these 

proverbs describe and predict the weather through some signals and 

working people find it easy to avoid or to take full advantage of them 

to increase productivity or to get abundant crop. 

Proverbs are also educational tools. Every proverb contains a 

piece of advice, an admonishment concluded from life experience. 

They criticize and satirize bad things of society. They teach people 

what is wrong and what is right and they show people how to live 

better and how to get on well with others in society. 

Moreover, proverbs guide people how to work, how to train 

and how to overcome challenges so that they can get success in their 

own life. 

2.2.3. Proverbs in Relation to Folk Verses 

2.2.4. Proverbs in Relation to Idioms 

2.2.5. Relation of Culture and Proverbs 

2.2.5.1. Language and Culture 

2.2.5.2. Proverbs and Culture 
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2.3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

3.1. RESEARCH DESIGN 

The study is to describe and compare the proverbs expressing 

richness and poverty in English Vs. Vietnamese in terms of syntactic 

and semantic features, as well as to discover their underlying typical 

cultural features. As a result, the main methods used in this thesis are 

descriptive and comparative.  

Descriptive method is supposed to describe and interpret 

proverbs expressing richness and poverty in English Vs. Vietnamese 

to clarify the syntactic and semantic features in English versus 

Vietnamese.  

Comparative method accompanied by the qualitative and 

quantitative approach to identify the relationship of semantic and 

syntactic features, identify the main principles of meaning transfer and 

find out the frequency of use of these proverbs expressing richness and 

poverty in English Vs. Vietnamese.  

3.2. SAMPLING 

 The samples would be taken from dictionaries and 

publications in English and Vietnamese. 

After reading the materials we will pick out 400 proverbs 

expressing richness and poverty, consisting of 200 samples of 

proverbs expressing richness and poverty in English Vs. 200 in 

Vietnamese for the corpus.  

3.3. DATA COLLECTION 

 The data in English and Vietnamese could be collected mainly 

from English and Vietnamese dictionaries and publications of 

proverbs, as well as from the Internet. 
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The sources of English books and dictionaries include The 

Oxford Dictionary of English Proverbs (Smith, 1936), English 

Proverbs Explained (Ridout, 1969), The Penguin Dictionary of 

Proverbs (Fergusson, 1991), and English Language Toolbox: Proverbs 

(Kirkpatrick, 2003)  

Relating to Vietnamese sources are Tục ngữ Việt Nam (Chu 

Xuân Diên, Lương Văn Đang, Phương Tri, 1975), Kể chuyện thành 

ngữ, tục ngữ (Viện ngôn ngữ học, 1994), Từ ñiển thành ngữ - tục ngữ 

Việt - Anh tường giải (Bùi Phụng, 1996), Từ ñiển thành ngữ và tục 

ngữ Việt Nam (Nguyễn Lân, 1997), Từ ñiển thành ngữ tục ngữ ca dao 

Việt Nam (Việt Chương, 2004), Từ ñiển tục ngữ Việt - Anh Anh - 

Việt thông dụng (Vũ Thế Ngọc, 2006), Thành ngữ tục ngữ tiếng Anh 

(Xuân Bá, Quang Minh, 2008), Thành ngữ tục ngữ Tiếng Việt 

(Nguyễn Trọng Khánh, Nguyễn Tú Phương, 2009). 

3.4. DATA ANALYSIS   

The proverbs expressing richness and poverty are chosen. 

They are then analyzed and classified to find out syntactic and 

semantic features. The followings are procedures for the data analysis.  

- Describing and analyzing proverbs expressing richness and 

poverty in English in terms of syntactic and semantic features. 

- Describing and analyzing proverbs expressing richness and 

poverty in Vietnamese in terms of syntactic and semantic features. 

- Comparing to find out the similarities and differences in 

proverbs expressing richness and poverty in terms of these features. 

CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the results of the thesis are analyzed based on 

the data collected from dictionaries, the Internet and books in English 

and Vietnamese. The analysis mainly focuses on solving the research 
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questions stated in the Introduction chapter. The chapter consists of 

four main parts. The first two parts describe linguistic features of the 

proverbs expressing richness and poverty in terms of semantic and 

syntactic features in English and Vietnamese. In this section, we will 

examine the semantic and syntactic features of these proverbs together 

to show the close link between the grammatical structures and 

semantic features. The third part will show the similarities and 

differences in term of syntactic and semantic features of the proverbs 

expressing richness and poverty in English vs. in Vietnamese. The last 

part is the concluding remarks which will give the short description of 

what are discussed in the three parts above. 

4.1. SEMANTIC AND SYNTACTIC FEATURES OF 

PROVERBS EXPRESSING RICHNESS AND POVERTY IN 

ENGLISH 

Based on the semantic features of proverbs expressing 

richness and poverty, the data in this thesis could be organized into the 

following main fields such as money, property, class, work and 

behaviors. Proverbs in this thesis will not be separately analyzed 

syntactic and semantic features but these two features will be 

combined into one section, together with their cultural perspectives so 

that we could get the better understanding of proverbs’ semantic 

features. 

4.1.1. Money 

 Money is the most common thing which is used to judge one 

is rich or poor. In fact, money belongs to property; however, in this 

study, money is considered as an independent field due to its 

popularity as well as its power.  
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[1] SVO 

(4.1) A heavy purse makes a light heart. [50, p.248] 

4.1.2 Food 

Food is also a common factor which could reveal a person’s 

living status. So far, what he eats and drinks and the ways he use his 

food express a man a lot.  

[15] Adjective Clauses 

 (4.22) He that has no honey in his pot let him have it in his 

mouth. [50, p. 193] 

4.1.3 Property 

Property is possessions of a particular owner including houses, 

lands, clothes and other essential items. People can count these thing 

to identify how poor or how rich a man is. In this field, houses, lands, 

clothes and other essential items are divided into two smaller fields to 

make it easier to analyze. The two smaller fields are clothes and other 

property including houses, lands and other essential items. 

4.1.3.1 Clothes 

Looking at a person’s appearance and what he is wearing on, 

people can judge who that man is and how his life is. 

[22] Nominal Clauses 

(4.31) Better go to heaven in rags than to hell in embroidery. 

 [50, p.192] 

4.1.3.2 Other Property 

In this field, the other possessions such as houses, lands and 

gear will be examined. 

[23] SVO  

(4.34) A loaded wagon makes no noise. [85] 
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4.1.4 Class 

Class here refers to social position or social group where 

people belong to. This field can clearly show who is called rich man 

and who is called poor man. 

[33] SVC  

(4.50) Noble birth is a poor dish at table. [102] 

4.1.5 Work 

The ways people earn to live are also the clue to identify rich 

man and poor man. Poor man is known have to do everything to 

survive while poor man often do works which bring them lots of 

benefits to maintain their riches. 

[42] SVO 

(4.62) Provision in season makes a rich house. [50, p.250] 

4.2 SEMANTIC AND SYNTACTIC FEATURES OF PROVERBS 

EXPRESSING RICHNESS AND POVERTY IN VIETNAMESE 

What we examine below are following the fields which are 

given in 4.1. Vietnamese proverbs expressing richness and poverty are 

also analyzed in terms of the five fields; they are money, property, 

class, work and behaviors. Thus, we can know whether the images and 

syntactic structures used in these proverbs are the same or different 

with those in English. 

4.2.1 Money  

[3] Coordination Compound  

(4.74) Có của thì có mẹ nàng, có bạc có vàng thì có kẻ ưa.  

 [55, p.265] 

4.2.2 Food  

[8] Asyndetic Subordination  

(4.88) Ăn gạo tám, chực ñình ñám mới có. [54, p. 72] 
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4.2.3 Property  

4.2.3.1 Clothes 

[10] Coordination Compound  

(4.93) Người thì mớ bảy mớ ba, người thì áo rách như là áo 

tơi. [55, p. 276] 
4.2.3.2 Other Property  
[13] Subject is a Subject – Predicate Structure 

(4.97) Nhà rách có bụt vàng. [53, p. 241] 
4.2.4 Class  
[15] SVO  

(4.101) Mèo mả gà ñồng chực sánh lông công, phượng hoàng.
 [58, p. 55] 
4.2.5 Work  
[22] Asyndetic Subordination  

(4.111) Bụng ñói chó sói bỏ rừng. [58, p. 67] 
4.2.6 Behaviors  
[23] Coordination Compound  

(4.113) Khó mất thảo ngay, giàu sinh lễ nghĩa. 
 [54, p. 709] 

Table 4.12 A Summary of Proverbs Expressing Richness and 

Poverty in English and Vietnamese in Grammatical Structures 
FIELD ENGLISH VIETNAMESE 

[1] SVO [1] SVO 
[2] SVC [2] SVC 
[3] SVA Ø 
[4] SVOC Ø 
[5] SVOA Ø 
[6] SVOO Ø 
[7] Syndetic 
Coordination 

[3] Coordination 
Compound  

Money 

Ø [4] Asyndetic 
Subordination 
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[8] Asyndetic 
Coordination 

Ø 

[9] Adjective Clauses Ø 
[10] Adverbial Clauses Ø 
[11] Nominal Clauses Ø 
[12] Comparative 
Clauses 

Ø 

[13] Aphoristic 
Sentences 

Ø 

[14] SVO [5] SVO 
Ø [6] SVOC 
Ø [7] Coordination 

Compound 
Ø [8] Asyndetic 

Subordination 
[15] Adjective Clauses Ø 
[16] Nominal Clauses Ø 

Food 

[17] Comparative 
Clauses 

Ø 

Ø [9] SVO 
[18] SVC Ø 
[19] SVA Ø 
[20] SVOC Ø 

Ø [10] Coordination 
Compound  

[21] Adjective Clauses Ø 

C
lo

th
es

 

[22] Nominal Clauses Ø 
[23] SVO Ø 
[24] SVC [11] SVC 
[25] SVOC Ø 

Ø [12] Coordination 
Compound 

[26] Asyndetic 
Coordination 

Ø 

Property 

O
th

er
 P

ro
pe

rt
y 

Ø [13] Subject is a 
Subject – Predicate 
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Structure 
Ø [14] Predicate is a 

Subject – Predicate 
Structure 

[27] Adjective Clauses Ø 
[28] Adverbial Clauses Ø 
[29] Aphoristic 
Sentences 

Ø 

[30] Comparative 
Clauses 

Ø 

[31] SV Ø 
[32] SVO [15] SVO 
[33] SVC [16] SVC 
[34] SVA Ø 
[35] SVOC Ø 
[36] Syndetic 
Coordiantion 

[17] Coordination 
Compound 

Ø 
[18] Asyndetic 
Subordination 

[37] Asyndetic 
Coordination 

Ø 

Ø 
[19] Predicate is a 
Subject – Predicate 

Structure 
[38] Adjective Clauses Ø 
[39] Adverbial Clauses Ø 
[40] Nominal Clauses Ø 

Class 

[41] Comparative 
Clauses 

Ø 

[42] SVO [20] SVO 
[43] SVC Ø 
[44] SVA Ø 
[45] Syndetic 
Coordiantion 

[21] Coordination 
Compound 

Work 

Ø [22] Asyndetic 
Subordination 
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[46] Adjective Clauses Ø 
[47] Nominal Clauses Ø 
[48] Aphoristic 
Sentences 

Ø 

Ø [23] Coordination 
Compound 

Behaviors Ø [24] Complement is a 
Subject – Predicate 
Structure 

 

Table 4.13 Frequency of Semantic Fields of Proverbs Expressing 

Richness and Poverty in English and Vietnamese. 

ENGLISH VIETNAMESE Semantic 

Fields Occurrence Rate Occurrence Rate 

Money 51 25.5% 30 15% 

Food 9 4.5% 27 13.5% 

Property 57 28.5% 30 15% 

Class 63 31.5% 62 31% 

Work 20 10% 30 15% 

Behavior 0 0 21 10.5% 

Total 200 100% 200 100% 
 

Table 4.14 A Statistic Summary of Syntactic Features of Proverbs 

Expressing Richness and Poverty in English and Vietnamese 

ENGLISH VIETNAMESE 
Syntactic Features 

Occurrence Rate Occurrence Rate 

Simple Sentences 113 56.5% 37 18.5% 

Compound Sentences 20 10% 156 78% 

Complex Sentences 52 26% 7 3.5% 

Aphoristic Sentences 15 7.5% 0 0 

Total 200 100% 200 100% 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

5.1. SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS 

 As mentioned in the previous chapters, this thesis examines 

the syntactic and semantic features of the proverbs expressing richness 

and poverty in English versus Vietnamese. This helps the learners of 

English and Vietnamese find out the differences or similarities 

between the two kinds of proverbs so that they can apply or translate 

these proverbs correctly and effectively. 

Semantically, most of the collected proverbs use some stylistic 

devices such as metaphor and metonymy to express their meanings. 

These proverbs both in English and Vietnamese show their 

implications and give advices in term of judging people and working. 

These proverbs sometimes bring cultural colors so though they are 

presented in the same five semantic field, they still have particular 

features. 

In terms of syntactic features, the proverbs expressing richness 

and poverty also are presented variety in both English and Vietnamese. 

While Vietnamese proverbs omitting Subjects, English proverbs are 

presented irregularly with aphoristic sentences. 

5.2. IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY  

Proverbs is the brief advices which are concluded by old 

generations during their life and so are proverbs expressing richness 

and poverty. These proverbs not only help people live better but help 

people increase the efficiency of their verbal communication. 

Besides, in order to help Vietnamese learners and teachers of 

English and English learners and teachers of Vietnamese overcome 
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possible problems, from the results of the study, some following 

implications are provided. 

5.2.1 Implications for Teachers 

Now, in Vietnam, proverbs are introduced in academic 

curriculum as a small part in Literature. However, it is brought to 

students too little so it is difficult for them to know them clearly and to 

apply them in daily conversations is impossible. Therefore, teachers 

should introduce proverbs to their students and the better time is when 

they are still kids. At this age, they find easy to remember something 

simple and interesting so teachers can introduce short proverbs in 

simple sentences and help them practice by delivering some games, 

some pictures and some simple situations so that the kids can apply 

proverbs they learn well and can remember them deeply. To the older 

students, teachers can give Vietnamese proverbs with their 

equivalences in English or vice versa. Teachers can give tasks to the 

students, for example, finding the equivalent proverbs of one is given 

so that the students can understand and apply them in learning, 

speaking and in communicating. A common way which many teachers 

use today is that they ask their students find one English proverb and 

its equivalence in Vietnamese or vice versa by themselves and write 

them on the blackboard every Mondays. By this method, every week, 

students can get two proverbs in both English and Vietnamese and during 

their academic year, the number of proverbs they know is really large. 

Moreover, to help students understand and apply the proverbs 

effectively, teachers should help them identify different features in 

structures, forms as well as cultural characteristics of each language. 

Raymond exhorts: “Let each student seek and discover meanings, 
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beauty or wit or culture in his own manner by suggestion and 

inference in accordance with his background” [21, p. 523]. 

Last but not least, if teachers just ask students to find out the 

proverbs and ask them to apply them to their daily conversations, it is 

an easy task of teachers but not an effective method for students cause 

they are often lazy to use proverbs and the important thing is that, in 

their daily conversations, there are not many chances for them to use 

proverbs. Thus, to help the students apply proverbs effectively, 

teachers can create fake situations and extracurricular activities about 

concrete topics or ask students to translate or write a short paragraph 

containing proverbs. These activities can improve creativeness and 

flexibility of students in using proverbs. 

5.2.2 Implications for Learners 

Learners who want to learn proverbs and know how to use 

them effectively should be self-conscious to learn. In fact, proverbs 

often appear in English and Vietnamese novels, fairy tales, and literary 

criticisms so learners can pick them up and infer the meanings.  

To understand proverbs exactly is not easy at all. There are 

some proverbs which learners can get the literal meanings when 

looking at their constituent words. However, most proverbs are opaque 

in meaning. In this case, learners have to decode them to get their real 

implications. To do that, learners can back to the paragraphs or story 

where they get the proverbs in order to consider they are used in which 

situation or what the proverbs relate to. Besides, learners should pay 

attention to the history allusion and cultural background of the 

proverbs as well as examine which stylistic devices are used in the 

proverbs. 
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Learners can also use dictionaries of proverbs, professional 
books about proverbs or books introducing Vietnamese or English 
culture to have more knowledge of history and cultural background so 
that they can get correctly what the proverbs want to express. 
Moreover, proverbs are basically conversational, but occur commonly 
in both spoken and written communication, e.g. lectures, newspapers, 
speeches, books, fables and poetry. Proverbs are used in a wide range 
of situations and according to Mieder (2004) there are no limits to the 
use of the proverb. 

As what are mentioned in the Implications for teachers, 
proverbs are delivered in training programs so learners can access 
them directly, learn and practice with proverbs through situations and 
tasks given by the teachers. And the most important is that, learners 
should learn with interest to improve the learning results and applying 
outcomes. 

5.2.3 Implications for Translating Proverbs  

A proverb is a short saying stating a general truth or a piece of 

advice. In translating proverbs, it is good to avoid literal translation. 

Understanding in the level of language concept and culture is greatly 

needed. Every language has its own concept and culture. For example, 

“ it’s no use crying over spilled milk” [52, p.179]. Drinking milk has 

become English people’s habit and part of their culture. To find out the 

equivalent in the target language, first, a translator should understand 

the meaning of this proverb. This proverb means something has 

already happened and is irreversible. There is no use to regret or to cry 

over the past as regret always comes last. In Vietnamese, the translator 

can simply translate this proverb into a sentence which means 

“something has already happened and is irreversible” or “there is no 

use to regret the past”. The translator, however, can further examine 

whether there is any comparable proverb in the target language. As 
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there is also the comparable one in Vietnamese that is “Bát bể ñánh 

con không lành” [52, p.179], the translator can use this as the 

equivalent translation. 

By this way, translator can find the equivalent version of 

Vietnamese proverbs expressing richness and poverty in English. For 

instance, in Vietnamese we have “Bụng ñói chó sói bỏ rừng” [58, 

p.67], “Mạnh vì gạo, bạo vì tiền” [81] and “Ăn mày ñòi xôi gấc” [81] 

while in English, we have “Hunger drives the wolf out of the woods” 

[104], “Strong by rice, daring by money” [104] and “Beggars can’t be 

choosers” [99] respectively.  

5.3. LIMITATIONS 
 In this thesis, the researcher examines some similarities and 

differences of proverbs expressing richness and poverty in English 
versus in Vietnamese in term of syntactic and semantic features. 
However, due to the shortage of time, reference materials, a limited 
number of samples as well as the limited knowledge of the researcher, 
this study cannot cover all characteristics of proverbs expressing 
richness and poverty in English and Vietnamese. Moreover, the 
cultural aspects used to explain some different elements between the 
two languages are not deeply mentioned. 
5.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Due to the limitations above, suggestions for further research 
could be: 

1. An Investigation into Pragmatic and Cultural Aspects of 
Proverbs expressing Richness and Poverty in English versus 
Vietnamese. 

2. An Investigation into Pragmatic and Cultural Aspects of 
Idioms expressing Richness and Poverty in English versus 
Vietnamese. 


